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In 1994…

Harrier XW175 last flight at Bedford March 1994 (A10216)

Model 2113 in 13x9 tunnel 1994 (A10627)

Airfield Closure
Thurleigh airfield closed 20 years ago in March 1994. The aircraft left for Boscombe Down
(as per Harrier picture above). Research teams remained working at Bedford for more than 10 years. Meanwhile, work
in the tunnels also continued, as shown above.
Bedford RAeS Branch The next talk at the Bedford Branch of the Royal Aeronautical Society will be given by Clive
Rustin, former Bedford Test Pilot, on the theme “55 Years of Flying Fun”. Clive was at Aero Flight RAE Bedford
(1962-67), then OC Avionics Research Flight, RAE Farnborough (1971-74), Wg Cdr Flying, RAE Farnborough and
finally OC A Squadron A&AEE Boscombe Down (1974-78). The talk will be held at ARA Manton Lane Bedford on
Wednesday 10 December 2014, 18.30 for 19.00. Guests are welcome.
FASTA AGM FASTA is the membership part of the Farnborough Air Sciences Trust, our “parent” body. The
FASTA AGM was held on 25 Nov 2014, at Farnborough. We participated and gave a short report on our activities over
the year. This was well received.
Review of the Year
This is the gist of our report to the
FASTA AGM. The highlight of the year was undoubtedly the
staff re-union day held in June 2014. Commemorating the 70th
Anniversary of the publication of ARC7500 (1944) that led to
creation of RAE Bedford, 60 years since research began (3x3
tunnel & Naval Air Dept) and 20 years since Thurleigh airfield
closed (1994), the event saw more than 300 people come, from all
work areas. Many messages of appreciation were received. We are
particularly grateful to Bodyflight for allowing us to use their
building and to all those who helped put the event together.
Our Archive Work has included acquiring more than 100 films from the
RAF Museum at Hendon. These portray the Naval aviation R&D using the
unique catapult and arrester gear on the Thurleigh airfield in the 1950s and
1960s, and Naval air operations at sea. As the films are mostly 35mm, our
challenge is how to view them - we only have very basic viewing facilities.
As part of the COUGAR project (Collation Of UK Government
Aeronautical research Reports), where we are working with our colleagues
at Farnborough to establish a database of RAE reports and where they can be found nationally, we have continued to
build up our collection of reports related to Bedford’s research work. Earlier this year, we acquired a collection from
Cranfield University and some from Imperial College. We now have about 450 RAE Tech Reports and a number of
other report types. We would be very pleased to receive more from anyone.
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Web Site www.bahg.org.uk
Our Archive work also embraces the BAHG Web Site (www.bahg.org.uk), live since May 2013. Its emphasis is on the
history and achievements of RAE Bedford. The site has produced responses from ex-RAE people around the world. It is
still evolving – please take a look (the latest part is a set of YouTube links), and we welcome contributions of more
content (or suggestions).
During the year speakers from BAHG (Reg Harlow, Barry Moulang and Barry Tomlinson) have given 15 talks. These
covered the History of RAE Bedford, The Air War over the Western Front 1914-1918 and Aviation in Bedfordshire
1874-2001. Since 2009, when we started, we have given 50 so far overall. This year we have spoken to organisations as
varied as the Boscombe Down and Weybridge Branches of the RAeS, the Aircraft Enthusiasts Group, Old Warden,
Local History Groups from Biggleswade, Olney, Roxton, and Sandy, the Hitchin Branch, Institute of Advanced
Motorists, Northampton Vintage Motorcycle Club, Newport Pagnell and District Probus Club, Rutland Aviation
Society, Rushden Rotary Club, The Chichele Society, Barwick House Residential Home, Rushden and the Rushden
Branch British Legion. We welcome further invitations to give talks.
As part of our “Outreach” to local communities, we have worked with Milton Ernest Parish Council, who are producing
a Neighbourhood Plan, to put on a display for the village of the history of the tunnel site (which sits within the Parish).
We also found in the Archive some aerial photographs of the village which are helpful to the Parish.
BAHG contributes regular news and articles to
the FASTA newsletter, including, in 2014, an
article on model dropping, and a contribution
to an article on delta wing models.
BAHG finances are basically healthy and selfsufficient. Our main income is from the sale of
books and from donations for talks, with
occasional sales of imagery. The main
expenditure is currently not too demanding,
covering expenses for displays and a new
laptop computer.
Some Recollections from the Past – the “4” Years Here are a few reminders of activities and events from the past.
In 1954, the 3x3 tunnel was (just) operating and the 13x9 tunnel (picture above) had been completed. The Airfield was
NOT yet very active, although Naval Air Department (NAD) had moved from Farnborough to Thurleigh and the first
official landing (Avro Anson VP509) had occurred in June on the rebuilt Thurleigh airfield. Major facilities on the
airfield, such as the naval catapults and office blocks were still
being built. The establishment was also still known as the National
Aeronautical Establishment – it became RAE around Dec 1955. On
30 Dec 1964, Roy Jenkins, then Minister of Aviation, made an
official visit. Clearly, the era of long Christmas breaks did not
apply then! By 1974, the Aero Flight simulator had entered the new
computer era, receiving its first digital computer, as shown in the
picture of the air-conditioned computer room - only machines were
allowed air-con in those days (neg B3825). November 1974 also saw
the formation of the first Flight Systems Department at Bedford. A
new arrival in 1984 was a BAC1-11 for Radar Research Squadron,
seen below in its original Air Pacific colours with the Flight
Systems 1-11 XX105. 1994 has already been mentioned at the start of the newsletter as the year the airfield closed.
Anniversaries Don’t forget my appeal from last
month. As we approach 2015, has anyone a special
memory of an event of interest from any of the “5”
years ie 1955, 1965, 1975, 1985, 1995? For
example 1955…Aero Flight Division moved from
Farnborough to Bedford, 1965…extensive wind
tunnel work on Concorde, 1975…Harrier XW175
arrived, 1985…Advanced Flight Simulator
completed, 1995…DERA formed. Please send us
your recollections, whether of an “official” nature or an informal anecdote.

A Happy Christmas to all our readers
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